
The tours express the novel method
To know as conceived by Anna Rosa 

Ferrari *.

They may be epitomized 
in the sentences

“follow your nose... your nose
 knows best”

“ the kingdom of separateness
 has fallen”

An innovative type of museum 
 is being born

dedicated to perfumes,
suggestive even to those 

who  are not privy to the matter.

In the course of your own
 personal journey

you turn up here “by chance”, as afer 
crossing an unknown intersection...

to enjoy yourself, fulfill your curiosity
to mix anew your senses
in harmony with nature
to get to know yourself 

through your nose.  

* A.R. Ferrari, profoundly trained 
throughout a laborious 

existential/experiential search, is a 
master perfumer and philosopher. In 

2017 she graduated cum laude in 
Philosophical Sciences at the 

University Alma Mater Studiorum, 
Bologna, with an experimental 

dissertation on the PerfumAlchemic 
“Method to know”.

Small 
PerfumAlchemic  Museum

know with your nose

multisensory experience

multisensory experience

free admission - book your 
tour!

tailored sensory menu

perfume bookshop

P.le Francesco Torti 9,  Modena 
 tel. 059.210020 - cell 335.6188683

profumalchemico.it
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PerfumAlchemic 

Museum



PERFUMALCHEMIC
MUSEUM TOURS

Olfactory Menu

Let yourself be chosen ‘

The 12 Messengers-know 
yourself

The arrow-scent, your desire

Olfactory Gymnastycs

The souls’ parlour – perfumes 
personalized for each soul

Apotheca – today’s ally

Love and Psyche – looking 
inside oneself

Taste-Olfactory Menu

Fragrance- and balsamico-
based

aperitif *

Sensory cocktail Anne Rose *

Take-Away Menu

Bringing the Small Museum 
wherever your nose is pointing at

Triganino Pigeons the World 
over ‘

PerfumAlchemic Tourism *

Take-away olfactory 
meditation *

Didactics *

PerfumAlchemic Events *

 ‘ free tour  
* by appointment only

Here

Anne Rose
(born Anna Rosa Ferrari)

Perfumer / alchemist
generates

scents
solely

handmade by herself
with own recipes

by ancient alchemic process
in harmony with Nature

For person
places

any state of being
even personalized

Fragrances
always

without synthetic substances
artifcial dyes

additives

Only
natural
vegetal

ecobiological components

Veritable eu-perfumes
eco-sustainable

sympathetic
allied to happiness

(Modena + torti 9) + (17/7/17) = (8 + 8 = 7) + Carpi

A.R.
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